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SUMMARY OF EVENTS

July 9. Mrs. Simpson. appears in Court
Circular as the King's guest at a dinner party.
American papers full of "stories."
Oct. 27. Mrs. Simpson secures decree In
undefended petition.
Oct. 28. Cabinet meeting alleged to con-
cern the King's wish to marry Mrs. Simpson.
Nov. 24. The Times leading article criticises
the King for his insistence that "Something
must be done" for the Distressed Areas.
Nov. 25. Further criticism of the King in
leading article on General Smuts. '
Nov. 27. Cabinet meeting to discuss the
King's project of marriage. The Times
suggests on December 4 that the King had
"expressed his desire to .contract such a
marriage as would require a special Act of
Parliament," and that the Cabinet imme-
diately communicated with Dominions.
Dec. 1. Yorkshire Post circulates strong
leader criticising the King. News Chronicle
has extract from provincial dailies on the
some day. '
Dec. 2. General public hears of Mrs.
Simpson for the first time. Great play made
on the divorce question. "Crisis."
Dec. 3. "No constitutional difficulty yet."-
Baldwin.
Dec. 4. Baldwin's statement implies that the
King contemplates morganatic marriage.
Strong support for the King evident every-
where. Col. Wedgwood proposes motion of
unqualified loyalty to' the King. Mrs.
Simpson leaves for Cannes.
Dec. 7. Baldwin states question of morgana-
tic marriage raised by the King.
Dec. 8. The Times publishes astonishing
leading article (see p. 4). Mrs. Simpson
expresses willingness to withdraw, subject to
the King's judgment. "The Crisis cis Over"!
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Major Douglas States The
IN E E D riot stress the dramatic importance of the

issue which has been raised by the notification by
His Majesty the King of his intention to marry Mrs.

Simpson, on the one hand, and, upon the other, the reply
of the British Cabinet that they would do nothing to
facilitate the accomplishment of this wish.

The matter is one upon which sufficient emphasis has
been placed by the press of the world to obviate any
possibility that its importance should be missed, and the
reaction of the British public to the situation with which
it has been confronted under such unparalleled circum-
stances is. like most instinctive as apart from argued
reactions of the British public. sound.

It is for the King.
But it is in the nature of things that the extent and

arnrrur.r of th~. i~SU{!S which ;;'re inyo.lVl\_dj,! this cr!sis
cannot be familiar to the general public. They are diffi-
cult to put simply and J am conscious of my temerity in
attempting the task.

Have You, Seen It P

*The more obvious issues are exhibitions of human
frailty. The furious indignation of numbers of individuals

, in Court and other circles who feel that they have a better
prescriptive right to the supposed advantages of the
position from which an American lady will bar them, is
one of the less vicious of these.

.Although the press agents of the Cabinet, sensible that
they must be "Democratic" at all costs, are careful to
disclaim any question of rank or nationality as a basis for
their objection, both of these as unexpressed causes of
objection are equally present.

Circumstances, however, make it possible to raise ;::l.

more subtle objection in the fact that His Majesty the
King's choice has fallen upon a lady who, by the proper
processes of law and without any suggestion of moral
misconduct upon her part, has obtained two divorces.

That is to say, the claim is made that while divorce is
legal, it is disreputable, and this disreputability is some-

,thing which attaches to the institution and not to the
circumstances that surround a particular case.

Now, to deal with this specific matter first before pro-
ceeding to much deeper issues which are involved it should
be pointed out that it has hardly been suggested that the
individual relationships of the King should be judged by a
higher moral standard than those of the ordinary
individual.

It is, perhaps, not too much to say that it is broadly
hinted that no possible exception could be taken to the
illicit relationship of the King with any individual so long
as it was not recognised.

*
The crisis, therefore, upon its superficial grounds can

be reduced to a contest between honesty and decency on '
the part of the King, and hypocrisy on the, part of the
Cabinet. It is frankness against Whiggism, Christianity
againit Pharisaism.

I t would be absurd to suppose that
a contest between the powers, which
are undoubted, of the Throne, and the
powers, which are immense, of the
Cabinet and the financiers who control
it, would have been provoked upon an
issue of this character, fundamental as
undoubtedly it is.

It must leap to the eye that this
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particular battleground has been chosen by an insolent .al)Q
corrupt oligarchy which does not desire His 'Majesty .l(ing
Edward VIII. to occupy the Throne of Great Britain.iand
that the real issues are much great~r still. They are.

Perhaps the outstanding characteristics which impress
one in regard to the individual whose succession to the
Throne is a cause of such misgiving to' the Cabinet are '(I)
his dislike of institutions, i.e., conventions, unless those
have a realistic value, (2) his hardly concealed dissatisfac-
tion with the management of the affairs of this country
for the past twenty years, (3) the strong vein of combined
humanity and mysticism evidenced in his public
utterances. " f

The American press has been quick to recognise,
though, perhaps, not in so many words" that a Consort
fi ee Iroru the shackles of. tradition would stE~~
of these attributes, and would tend to create in .the office
of the Sovereign a real, as apart from a merely conven-
tional, Power, and it is openly stating that the Cabinet
has decided at all costs to assert itself as the supreme
power, brooking no contradiction and subject to no
effective control in the British Empire.

*It will not, of course, have escaped attention that the
pronouncements of Mr. Baldwin and his co-conspirators
were not made after reference to the House of Commons.
The alleged representatives of the citizens of Great Britain
have been presented with a fait accorrz,pli, which they
may discuss but cannot alter. ,,'\ ,

The position, therefore, is that the attitude taken up
by the Cabinet is an unashamed claim that all .major policy
of this country-and if a question involving, the possible
abdication of a popular Sovereign is not a question of
major policy I do not know what is-shall be decided by
the Cabinet, because there is a very real sense in which the
mere publication of a divergence between His Majesty
and the Cabinet is itself a major decision of policy. •

As I see it, therefore, the issues involved in this ques-
tion are, firstly, the lead by His Majesty the King 'in
favour of personal responsibility and against the committee
mind, and, secondly, the legality of Cabinet nile.

I t is a trial of strength in which the individual, in the
person of the King, is ranged against the anonymous forces
of the Group in its most dangerous exponents.

Mr. Baldwins attitude is that he is not acting as Mr.
Baldwin; he is acting for some abstraction called the
Government of the Dominions and of Great Britain. He
is doing no such thing.

The Governments of Great Britain and the Dominions
are functions of the peoples with whom they are concerned,
and in matters of this kind Mr. Baldwin, Mr. Mackenzie
King, Mr. Savage, Mr. Lyons, and the other officials of
Dominion Governments, have no mandate whatever to
deal with the question. "

Their defeat upon it will be a tremendous and epoch-
making victory for the individual and a crushing defeat for
oppressive institutions. ,

I t is a matter which goes to the fundamentals of the
wider conception of Social Credit, and any influence that
I may possess will be exerted to see that the issues are
understood and that His Majesty the King is supported
in a fight which concerns all of us.

C. H. Douglas
(World Copyright Reserueds
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WORDS TO THE WISE
RUMOURS

RUMOURS abound. They are practically
without exception of a kind calculated

to paralyse the initiative of supporters of the
KING. They are a deliberate emanation of
lies from the sink of financial iniquity which
is tormenting the KING.

Rumours of abdication, impending or com-
pleted (to select the least offensive) could
not fail to dishearten many. They were lies.
, The campaign to whitewash Baldwin and

discredit the KING, led by The Times, that
illustrious 'mouthpiece of the, Bank of
England, has ranged from the full-throated
roa~ .of ~mphati~ assertion! by way of
malicious msmuanon- (The Times leaders of,
December 8 have to be seen to be, believed-
portions are reproduced on page 4) to such
subtleties as the omission of the Royal Coat
of Arms over Court News, omissions of the
words HIS l~iAJESTY by the B.B.C. in
referring to the KING, and the chronicling
of Baldwin's movements before those of the
KING, also by the B.B.C.
''It should' be borne in mind that Mr.
Montagu Norman, Governor of the Bank of
;E.ng\and, is on the, governing body of The
Times, and his brother on that of the B.B.C.
":4s usual, when high finance gets rattled,
the'sky is the .limit. Nothing is too slimy,
ranging, through the' whole gamut from
nauseating self-righteousness to the antics of
the Ghetto rat. '

The behaviour of the KING, as befits a
King and a gentleman, illuminates by con-
trast' the depths of meaning which can lie
in so short a word as cad.

take place, but that the interests of the i SHIRKING HIS RESPONSIBILITY
individll:al shoul~ ~e ~ubordinated to a? I MR. MACKENZIE KING,· 'Prime
abstractlon,. an mstltutIo~. The plot IS Minister of Canada, in an Armistice
elaborated in the current Issue. Day message, is reported to have said that

if another war comes it will not arise because
governments have been unequal to their
tasks "but because individuals in their com-
bined national efforts and daily lives have

,greatly failed." , '
MORE REGIMENTATION The Western Producer, a farming paper,

. . . ' . asks Mr. King to elaborate this, stating that
THA~ smister orgamsatlon,. P.E.P., the peoples of the world and the people of

which. has done so .m~ch ~ehmd ~he Canada desire peace.
scenes to mtroduce FaSCIStICregimentatlon "Th· I f C da'" . ...' h .. . hi . ddli e peope 0 ana , It continues, In t err
of Industry. I~ t s country, IS now me ng individual capacities have, it seems'to us, done
with electricity, , almost everything possible t~ cultivate and to

Although a Government Committee has ex~ress and to. st:en.gthentheir. Willfor peace.
already examined and reported on the elec- , ,As we see It, It IS the _function and a duty of

. . .' . . government to see that this will of the people of
tncity supply industry, this self-appomted Canada is transformed into action. Surely if our
body is accorded a leader in The Times to gonrnment or the government of any other
celebrate the appearance of its own survey. country fail to give expression to the unquestioned

. aim of the people who put them in Office it would
As usual" 'it wants to fasten upon the be the government and not the Individual who

industry a board of second-rate experts to have failed and who have very definitely been
teach it how to run itself, financing its inter- unequal to their task.
ference by a levy on the entire sales of . "We contend~hat.Mr.King is in error and that
electricity throughout the country. If war comes It Will not be the fault .of the

. . . people but the fault of governments which for
Examination of the P.E.P. report WIll one reason or another have failed to carry out

doubtless reveal proposals to substitute com- the will of the peoplewho elected them."
pulsory .regimentation from the centre for Governments are failing, but we are partly
the present "inefficient" voluntary arrange- to blame, for by tolerating poverty in the
ments. midst of plenty we make another war certain.

We know P.E.P. too well to waste our I War is the logical outcome of the fight for
time. export markets and this economic struggle,

is inevitable so long as people cannot buy
all they produce.

The special edition made a record sale
all over the country. A few of this historic
number remain and can be had for zd. post
free from SOCIALCREDIT,163A, Strand, W.C.2. Sowthe seed of Social Credit

Truth with these new,
forceful and convincing

propaganda leaflets

W. A.,WILLOX

MAN FOR SALE FOR £500
A REPORT from Boston,' U.S.A., states

that an unemployed man, a citizen of
the "Land of the Free," has offered himself
for sale for [500. He has three children,
faces eviction for non-payment of rent, and
is in debt to tradespeople who refuse him
further credit. He is quoted as saying:

"If some doctor or group of doctors would
let me borrow enough to pay my bills and
set me on my feet,' I would give myself as
security.

"If I failed to pay it back at a time
decided, they could have me to experiment
on any way they wished. They might dis-
cover something worth many times the sum
they let me have."

The {leople of U.S.A. fought a long and
bitter CIvil war to end slavery. They over-
looked the power of money to enslave all
people.

This man, and every American citizen;
could be drawing a national dividend of at
least [500 annually for himself and his
family, but up to the present the people
of U.S. have not demanded dividends so
they have not got them. Instead, they have
left the issue of the tickets by which all
live-money-to be monopolised by those
who through this control enslave them all. I From Belfast. . .

'The American Veterans showed how .Issue recog~sed .as the Kmg versus
people can get what they want, but until. oligarchy. HIS Majesty assur~d the !oyal
people generally follow their example and I support of Northern Ireland S09al Crediters,
demand what they want, slavery will con-
tinue. Man for sale l

.~

FOR ONE SHILLING

I. Waste
2. The Chosen Fast of God
3. Feeding Ravens
4. Families Need Money
S. Foreign Trade
S. Wasted Lives

24 (4 of each) leaflets together
, wlth a free sheet of (36)

slogan stamps for Is. post free
from

"PlJbllcity," Social Credit,
163AStrand, W.C.2.

Send your

Have Been Bald=J·

SLAUGHTER OF, CHILDREN
ANOTHER direction in which popular

feeling is becoming active is in the
matter of slaughter on the roads., 1\.
Children's Safety Crusade has just been
inaugurated and a million children will, it
is hoped, sign a pledge of safety. The
Government is contributing [5,000 towards

"the. cost of the crusade, ansi Lord ..Nuffield'
has promised to double any individual sub-
scription produced.
" So far, although everybody naturally dis-
likes the idea of motor accident fatalities,
this feeling has not been canalised and made
operative through a suitable' mechanism.
Given those things, nothing would be
allowed to' stand in the way of safe roads.
Physically this is undoubtedly possible, but
actually many things-money, for instance,
are allowed to stand in the way.

Is. to-day

-~XLISTENERS ON THE WAR-PATH

SPECIAL EDITION OF
,"SOCIAL CREDIT"

A S soon as the attack on the KING was
, " publicly launched, after we had gone
to press last week; .a .special 4-page, penny
epition of SOCIALCREDITwas brought out
with the frohj. Mge.'headline :

, ';"ifHE K.I~G :THE TRUTH"
The text.b( O\lf .telegram to the KING

follow~d=,. ' . '
"Issue recognised as the King versus

. Oligarcby;WQrld~wide support assured
H,is Ma~sty,"",,:,Chair.man,Social Credit
Seq-,etariat .Llmited, .,163A Strand,

, W.C·2.'~ , , .. .. ",
It iWiiS pointed 9uL that the crux of the

attack 'o/as'.not, whether the marriage should

A CCORDING to Mr. Geoffrey Edwards,
Radio Correspondent of the News

Chronicle, the B.B.C. has been receiving
2,000 letters a day criticising the removal of
Canon W. H. Elliott from the Thursday
programmes, and not a single letter of
approval.

He says that officially there is no sign that
the B.RC. intends to take any notice of, t~:.is
overwhelming tide of opposition to its-plans:
nevertheless, it is significant that the Watch
Night Service on New Year's Eve is to be
taken by Canon Elliott.

If a few thousands, of listeners out of a
total of many millions can prevail upon an:
autocratic body like the B.B.C. to take notice,
how much more could, say, a 'million
listeners do so? There is nothing in the
realms of physical possibility we could not

, get if we united and expressed our will.

present .financial system, evo!ved in ~il age
of scarcity, that makes chantr. of this soh
necessary at all-in a rational, as distinct
from "rationalised," world people.. would
recei ve a regular dividend .<:>t the good~; now
'restricted Or .destroyed; .' __ . ,:. .,__" ;',

Mr. Jackson DOdds is aiming' to raise
$734,000 for next year. This;' he' 'explains,
is not for the unemployed-c-t'they ate p.ro-
vided for otherwise't=-but for the unemploy-
able-the aged, the sick, the blind, the
orphaned and other destitute people. Inci-
dentally, some of the unemployed who are
"provided for otherwise" -the single men-
are offered work on farms itt $5 a month
(about [I) plus their keep, and are refused
other relief. This is the general arrange-
ment throughout the Dominion.

We seem to have heard something about
forced labour in Russia; this is Canada.

It Might FALSE OR TRUEoWING tO'very heavy pressure on s{lace
this week the answers to the questions

which readers were invited to reply to last
week are held over. They will appear next
week.TH E King sent for his Prime Minister. ' 'Look here ,'" he said, "this'

may bea little awkward for you-I don't know-but I have decided to 1
" marry -Mrs. Bailey. I c,an quite see the possibility of certain embarrass- '

ments arising, but, believe me, I am most anxious not to cause you more
trouble ',' '," ,

"Don't mention it, Your Majesty; nothing could be a trouble that helped
to make, you happy. But first of all you must please allow me to offer you my
very sincere congratulations.

"PersQJ;uilly I am delighted to learn your decision, for, since you were so
good as 'to introduce me to Mrs. Bailey some weeks ago, I have come to hold,
her, in very. high regard. However, that is not the point. What" matters is
Your Majesty's personal happiness and your right to order your private life,
so far as possible as you wish.

"Of course, one has to face the possibility that certain awkward points
may arise; nevertheless, with your great popularity matters ought to be easy
to arrange. 'What do you suggest?" , ,

"Well, naturally I have been thinking the whole thing over for some time,
and it has' occurred to me that there might be something in the possibility of a
morganatic marriage; or, if that proved too difficult, I am quite ready to
consider 'abdication. "I,'

t'Oh,' no, rio;" said the Prime Minister, "not for one moment. Nobody
would hear. of such, a disaster. Really, I do not see why there should be any
serious, difficulty if the thing is handled properly. I am sure the press will
unite in welcoming the news of your intention to marry, and if the papers
"present· the 'case in a common-sense light there should be no serious
opp6sit~oij.at all.

"'1, 'of'cou,rse, will give a full and sympathetic explanation to Parliament,
emphasising the rights, you have as an individual.
, "If any' opposition does arise, it will need only a little mutual goodwill
to'make some- practical arrangement which would leave everybody satisfied.
Of one ,thi.~gli:!nne assure Your Majesty, and that is my determination to
do all thatn,e~jK"my power to promote your happiness, for I understand so
well what must be your feeling, that a great trust can best be served bv a
happy rnind. .Leeve it to me, Sir." -

WORLD SOCIAL CREDITERS
RALLY TO THE KING

From Bulawayo, Rhodesia.
Bulawayo Group loyally support

Majesty in all circumstances.c-Stewarr,
His

* * *
From Melbourne, Victoria.

Make known people of Australia emphati-
cally behind King.-Douglas Credit Move-
ment.

* * *
From Hobart, Tasmania.

Tasmanian Social Credit loyally supports
His Majesty.-Carruthers.

* • *

,
RATIONALISED CHARITY

WE ha.ve suffere~ froI? rationalisation
of mdustry in this country; now

Canada, or at least Montreal. is suffering
from rationalised charity. What is described
as a Financial Federation has been
organised to collect subscriptions for' 32
charitable organisations. The campaign
chairman is a banker-Mr. Jackson Dodds,
Joint General Manager of the Bank of
Montreal. -This is very fitting, for it is the

• • *
From Jersey, c.I.

Please assure His Majesty the' whole"
hearted support of all true democrats. -
Jersey Douglas, Social Credit Association. "

* * •
From Cape Town.

Have telegraphed King supporting.
Robertson.

* • *
News has reached us of many telegrams

sent to His Majesty by Empire Social
'Crediters, and, :tn:anymore by those at.home.
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Starts
To--day

HILAIRE, BELLOC
and CECIL

CHESTERTON
25 years ago wrote a
'damning indictment

,of the party system.
SOCIAL CREDIT is
now privileged to

. publish it in serial
form. First instal-
ment appears to-day.

HILAIRE
BELLOe

". ..•. to expose,
ridicule, destroy,

I t ",supp an .•.

TH,E object of this book is to
support the tendency now every-

"where apparent and finding,
expression, a tendency to expose
and ridicule as it deserves, to destroy
and to supplant the system under
which Parliament, the governing
institution of this country, has been
rendered null.

We write to show why govern-
ments suddenly abandon causes

:which they have enthusiastically
espoused, and why the Oppositions
tolerate such abandonment and lend

, themselves to such manoeuvres.
, '" Th~ -forrner are less oblig-ed to

consider the will of the people than
to consult the sense of the Govern-
ing Group of which they are for the
time the representatives, while the
latter are less anxious to overthrow
their rivals than to preserve the
system which in due course, and by
the connivance of those rivals, will
bring to them also the opportunities
and emoluments of office.

A sincere conviction common to
a rapidly increasing number of men
that, under the present international
and domestic condition of England,
the game is not only farcical but
perilous, has supplied our chief
motive.

*

"Why Governments suddenly' abandon causes which
they have enthusiastically espoused-why Oppositions

.lend themselves to such manoeuvres, ... ~/' The
game is;not only farcical but perilous ~"~••"

_",.

THE· PARTY
S1YSTEM

By Hilaire Belloc and
Cecil Chesterton

"Measures the people earnestly desire never
even mentioned. • •. Scandals suddenly covered

over. buried in silence."

*

EDITOR'S COMMENTS
MR: BE~L9C'S. zemarkable apod .4a~g ~dic~~ent of, the party system requires one

correction throughout. '
Parliament is an instrument of policy, (lot of administration. Neither the front nor the

back benches should attempt to function as experts.
Policy ("what to do") should be decided by democracy, and it is the function of Parliament,

with the sanctions of the State at command, to enforce that policy, but not to administer it.
This divergence from Mr. Belloc will be noted as the book is unfolded by notes on

numbered passages of the text. This week's notes follow:
(I) The people are not interested in laws. The fewer laws the better. A few laws, pinning

responsibility on experts for producing results and penalising them for failure, may be
needed. But it is results the people want; Wherever people are getting the results they
want, and not the results they dislike, there is democracy. And vice versa.

(z) Policy is all important, whether in the affairs of a business or a nation; Before sending
a man to vote III their name, the policy, or terms of reference, should be decided by the
people. No individual is wise enough to decide policy for others. The attempt to do so
is tyranny under whatever name it masquerades.

(3) The Executive is here used as a synonym for the Cabinet-whose function correctly is
to wield the ultimate sanctions of the State in the enforcement of policy on the real executive.
The real executive is the civil service in the widest sense, which includes productive,
distributive and professional organisations.
The Cabinet should see that the executive carries out the demands expressed by

representatives oil behalf of the people. For a Cabinet to take decisions, let alone enforce
them, over the heads of representatives, is completely indefensible.

question, it is thought that a: numbre
of men might combine to send a man,
to vote in their name.
Men so selected may then meet and vote,

and their decision, if they are faithful repre-
sentatives of the people, may be taken as the
decision of the people. (2)

*IT is hardly necessary here to argue the
abstract question of democracy. All
rational political systems that have ever

been tolerated among men have been based UNDER no" circumstances
ultimately on the expression of the popular would such a system work
will. perfectly.. But that it may work tolerably it

It may be worth while to define exactly IS essential that the representatives should
what democracy is. represent.

Votes. and elections and representative . -':he extrao~dinary capacity of poll-
assembhes are not democracy; they are at trctans for tymg themselves in inex-
best machinery for carrying out democracy. tricable knots of confused thinking,

_Democracy is government by the general wa~ never better shown than in the
WIll. Wherever, under whatever forms, such saymg that a representative should
laws as the mass of the people desire are n~t be a mere delegate.
passed, and such laws as they dislike are EIther the representative must vote as his
rejected, there is democracy. constituents would vote if consulted, or he

Wherever, under whatever forms, the laws must vote in the opposite sense.
passed and rejected have no relation to the In the latter case, he is not a representative
desires of the mass, there is no demo- at all, but merely an oligarch; for it is surely
cracy. That is to say, there is no democracy I ridiculous to say that a man represents
in England today. (I) Bethnal Green if he is in the habitof saying

Pure democracy is possible only in a small "Aye" when the people of Bethnal Green
community. The only machinery which would say "No." ,
perfectly fulfils its idea is the meeting of the If, on the other hand, he does vote as his
elders under the village tree to debate and constituents would vote, then he is merely
decide their own concerns. the mouthpiece of his constituents and

The size of modern communities and the' derives his authority from them.
complexity of modern political and economic And this is the only democratic theory of ,
problems make such an arrangement impos- representation.
sible for us.

But it is well to keep it in. mind as a
picture of real democracy.
The idea of representation is to secure by

an indirect method the same result as, is
secured directly in such communities.

Since every man cannot, under
modern conditions, vote on every

*IN order that the practice may
correspond to it, even

approximately, three things are necessary.
First. there must be absolute freedom in

the selection of representatives; secondly, the
representatives must be strictly responsible to
their constituents and to' no one else; thirdly,

the representatives must be deliberate in
perfect freedom, and especially must be
absolutely independent of the Executive.

In a true representative system the Execu-
tive would be responsible to the elected
assembly and the elected assembly would be
responsible to the people.

From the people would come the impulse
and the initiative. They would make certain
demands; it would be the duty of their repre-
sentatives to give expression to these
demands, and of the Executive to carry them
out. (3)

It must be obvious to everyone that
these conditions do not prevail in
Britain to-day. Instead of the Execu-
tive being controlled by the representa-
tive assembly, it controls it.
Instead of the demands of the people being

expressed for them by their representatives,
the matters discussed by the representatives
are settled not by the people, not even by
themselves, but by the "Ministry'<-cthe very
body which it is the business of the repre-
sentative assembly to check and control.

It will be the main business of this book
to inquire what is the force which not o~ly
obstructs but largely reverses the workmg
of the representative machine, turning it
into an engine of oligarchy what was meant
to be an organ of democracy.

*THE detailed causes of this
reversal will require some

careful analysis; but if the thing which makes
representative institutions fail here must be
expressed in a phrase, the two words which
best sum it up are the "Party System."

We have just attempted a sketch of repre-
sentative government as it ought to be, and

the English people long believed thaCthey
had got, if not quite that, at least a decent
approximation to it.

It was their boast that without
bloodshed or violent severance, with
the past they had as much ofthe r:eality
of self-government ~s ~!te:, ':most
,perfectly planned llep~b'ic:'could have.
In what 'degree this was ever true will form

the matter of discussion later; ,
But undoubtedly it was wid~ly believed.

Most Englishmen until very' lately, if told
they were not self-governing, would have
laughed in your face. " ",

But now a dim suspicion has begun: to
arise in tlie minds of at least' a section of 'the
people that this historic optimism is- riot quite
as true as it looks, that the electors do not as
a fact control the representatives, and that
the representatives do noras a fad; control
the Government, that something alien has
intervened between, electors 'and' elected,
between legislature and Executive, something
that deflects the working '?t representative
institutions. ; "

That thing is the Party System.'.,* .,';
A METHOD of" government

has grown, lip' in our
country under which the representatives of
the people are divided into two camps which
are supposed to represent certain, broad
divergencies of opinion: ',.

Between these two the choice of the .elec-
tion lies, and the side which.' secures the
largest measure of support forms a govern-
ment, the minority undertaking the work of
opposition. "'," ,

How this system arose, how it, has changed,
and how it actually werks.will be subjects of
future consideration. At present, we are .con-
cerned with the attitude of the public
towards it. '

First, it must be said' emphati~ally
that the body of public opinion upon
which the Party System operates is in
th~ . main still honest and . public-
splrlted. ' • ,,' "
Not to admit this would be to nulAfy the

effect of all criticism of the evil which we are
trying to expose; for, as .we' ate all" aware.
the theoretic differences' at least'.' between

·policies proposed is considerable and often
corresponds to the difference, of schools, of
political thought; and even if we regard the
politician as a mere advocate, he does not
hold a different brief according to the side of
the House on which he sits. ' .

Though this brief may be 4:n:ri:a1to him"
and though, as ,it is tile object of this book
to show, he may have .and, probably has;
no intention of making, it, thfJ- bfl$is.' of
action, yet it is often real enough to those
to whose support he appeals. "
Thus a Conservative leadermustdenounce

the land taxes which the body of his followers
(Continued on page 6)
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Send Him Victorious
THE, c~isi~ is over? The crisis is just
, begmnmg. All the forces of com-
mittee rule, of huge irresponsible insti-
tutions "without a soul to be damned
nor a body to be kicked" have spent
themselves in a stupendous, shattering
assault on one man.

He has held his ground. The first
round goes to the KING. May it so
continue.

THE conflict between His Majesty the
, KING and the bankers' Cabinet far
transcends the issue upon which the first
round has been fought.

It is a conflict, enacted before us for
the moment, as on a stage, between the
philosophy of Social Credit and that of
international financiers' credit. Only for
the moment; in the twinkling of an eye
we shall all be in it.

It is fundamental to Social Credit
that institutions, such as the State, are
of importance only in so far as they
conduce to, the welfare of every indivi-

" dual composing them; that the State is
made for man, not man for the State.

It is fundamental to Social Credit that
individuals are personally responsible for
their actions. Thus no appeal to an
abstraction. such as duty to an institu-
tion, is valid to excuse individual action,
or to enforce individual self-sacrifice.

UPON such principles the KING has
taken his stand; as has been widely

perceived: .the comments of the
, Washington Post, quoted on this page,
are the clearest statement of them out-
side of tllis paper.

With 'a very' clear definition of his
personal rights and constitutional obliga-
tions His 'Majesty appears to have made
a most proper and reasonable suggestion
to the Cabinet.

While firmly announcing his intention
to marry, he 'l?-as agreed, without pre-
judice, to recognise certain embarrass-
ments which might arise, and invited the
Cabinet to make suitable proposals. This
they refused to do, with unbecoming
bru~queness.
'They then proceeded to make a

demonstration of institutional pressure
that was avblack disgrace to the honour
of this country, which they had already
sufficiently besmirched in other fields.

.'

WITHOUT dilating upon the obvious
, discomfort which His Majesty's
disgust at the betrayal of masses of the
people has caused his Ministers-it has
received quite sufficiently pungent com-
ment throughout the land-it is evident

, that the KING is a thorn in their flesh
for numerous reasons. All these reasons
are a credit to him.

The fact is that the Cabinet believes in
the convenience of collective irresponsi-
bility, and the KING, does not. The
'Cabinet is committee-minded, and he
has a healthy ,contempt for committees.

,The KiNG is averse from all solemni-
, ties and conventions which do not serve
a useful purpose - a most inconvenient
attitude for a Cabinet which expects him
to do the "correct" thing at- the "correct"
time .in the ,"correct" place.

The KING believes, like some of our
greatest teachers, that like the Sabbath,
all man-made i institutions are made for
man.'
-.' They believe, or profess to believe, in
the, sacrifice of the individual on the altar
of 'abstract. duty.

. : ' ~ \. . . . . .

Is there. .anyrwonder that not only
;.every .true.Soeial-Crediter, but everyone
nottoo. dull or too; J1ypocritical is for' the
KING?

{~: ~,,:",-\ \'::_; ..'. ,. :.

Who is Lying?
His Majesty's Government are not pre-

pared to introduce legislation. Moreover, the
matters to be dealt with are of common con-
cern to the Commonwealth as a whole, and
such a change could not be effected without
the assent of all the Dominions. J am satis-
fied, from inquiries I have ma~e" that this'

. assent would not be forthcommg., - The
Prime Minister, December 4.. .

The Prime Minister told the House of
Commons yesterday that none o~ His
Majesty's Governments either here, or m the
Dominions would be prepared to introduce a
Bill to change the present legal status of any
la~y whom the King might marry. - "The "His revolt, particularly on so personal an
Times." De~e'l_llber.s:. . 'issue as marriage, is, at bottom, no more

The Domm:ons, WIth the exception of New than a revolt of. the individual against abso-
Zealand, which has ~s yet m~de no lute domination by an all-powerful State,
annou~ce.men.t, a~e unalllI"?0,;!slybehII?-dMr. and as such appeals to the love of freedom
BaldwI.n in hIS VIew t~at It I~ impossible .to which runs in the Anglo-Saxon blood,
authorise a morganatic marrIage by special making poor King Edward a Royal symbol
legislation.-"Observer," December 6. of the way man may be crushed by the

* * * regimentation of modern society." - The
The desirability of restraint in controversy, "Washington Post."

especially this controversy, is indisputable, * * *
and it is a pity that more restraint has n<;>t His Majesty could doubtless claim an indi-
been exercised by the Telegraph and The vidual's right to British freedom by
Times.-"Evenir:g Standard.'~ : . abdicating. The ~onsequences of forcing

There is a sohd body of opllllon convinced the King to take this step would have t~ ~e
that His M~jesty should nev~r h~;e b~en borne by His Majesty's Ministers. But It IS

'presented with so cruel a choice.x- Evemng possible that some consequences would be
News." felt, too, by some other high authorities in

* * * I the land who are asserting themselves as
"It was never suggested that the King keepers of the King's conscience.

THE KING
Comment

AT HOME
A more accurate version, as it will pro-

bably be found when the issue is made public
- and the importance of clearing it up
rapidly by an official statement can hardly
be exaggerated - is that the King has
expressed his desire to contract such a
marriage as would require a special Act
of Parliament; that he has himself taken
the initiative in asking whether such a mea-
sure can be passed; and that Ministers, after
full consideration and consultation, have
replied that in their opinion it is impossible.
-"The Times]' December 4.

What is demanded is statutory recognition
of the fact that she is not fitted to be Queen.
The Prime Ministers of the Empire are to be
asked to propose, and the Parliaments to
accept and ratify, a permanent statutory
apology for the status of the lady whom the
King desires to marry. The Constitution is
to be amended in order that she may carry
in solitary prominence the brand of unfitness
for the Queen's Throne. Can anyone in J,los-
session of his faculties imagine any Prime
Minister moving, or any Parliament under-
taking to support, a proposition so invidious
and so distressing?

This foolish and deplorable product of mis-
guided ingenuity must be cleared away once
and for all.-"The Times." December 8. '

* * -j(.

What Mr. Baldwin has said should
be sufficient for us and for everyone.
Mackenzie King, Canadian Premier.

* * *
A prompt decision, which would put an

end at least to the major elements of dis-
turbance and distraction, would not therefore
be the least service to the nation which His
Majesty could render. It would be absurd
to pretend that great damage has not been
done already. But it can only be made worse
by delay, and, though the facts may have to
be stated in greater detail, they are already
well enough known for everyone to form his
own considered judgment upon them. -
"The Times," December 5.

At no time has any pressure been put
upon him to make a hurried decision.-
"The Times," same day.

* * *
The wearer of the Crown must be willing

to sacrifice his own private desires for the
sake of the responsible position with which
he is entrusted.-The Bishop of Wellington,
nz.

* * *
But, once the project of a "morganatic"

marriage had been submitted to them, then,

,
should abdicate or that the prestige of the An inherent sense of fair play will surely
country was destroyed- demand that this solicitude for the national

"When Henry VIII., who founded the conscience as re~ected. in the Kin!?'s life
Church of England, married in rapid succes- shall ~lso marufest. itself . more III the
sion six wives, two of whom he put to death awak~n~ng of a ~O?SCIenCeWI!h.reference to
and two of whose marriages he had annulled; the hvmg conditions of millions of the

"When kings lived lives of open profligacy British people.-Ottawa "Citizen."
and heaped titles, wealth and honour on their * * •
rapidly succeeding mistresses; , Whatever the King's decision, it, may be

"When others made political marriages taken as certain that His Majesty is starting
without any pretence of love. a train of thought that will lead to' a search-

"But it is when the King proposes to marry ing of the British conscience in other
the woman he loves-for no other earthly directions, perhaps on the living conditions
reason than that he loves her-that it is of destitute people on the Clyde, in South
affirmed that the prestige of the Throne is Wales, in Durham under the shadow of
being destroyed and that he should abdicate. Durham Cathedral, and on' the Tyneside
-Dame 1\.1aude Royden. under the shadow of St. Nicholas.

* * * It is probable that his Majesty has already
At this gravest of all moments in English given offence to some vested interests in

history (and, indeed, in world history as well) showing up the official neglect of people in
the British people have the rare good fortune distress-as he did very soon after comIng to
to .command the services of an exceptional the Throne, when he visited the. slums of
and active-minded King. Glasgow on the day of the launching of the

It is hard to think of any step that he could Queen Mary.-Ottawa "Citizen."
take by which his public usefulness could be * * *
diminished. November 23!

And it is no less hard to tolerate the When it is remembered how little freedom
slightest bungling of a situation by hands, of speech is permitted to the ruling monarch,
that have. bungled ~?re than one. already. King Edward's leadership toward arousing

For he IS a man, living and working among the social conscience is magnificent. It used
the men and women over whom he has been to be said that as Prince of Wales he seemed
~all~d to reign; ~nd in a country wh?se public I to manifest no great ambition ever to sue-
life ISnot conspicuously e.ndowed WIth manly ceed to the Throne. In some respects he is
figures, the a_r_realof his was prompt and almost like the king in one of Bernard
universal.-Philip Guedalla. Shaw's most brilliant plays, "The Apple

• • * . Cart." Certainly royal Edward could be
The common people naively want our ~ng elected as prime miruster against any party

to be happy. Whom he marries is of little combination in the British Isles. He could
moment to them, provided she helps him. 'even be elected as a reJ?ublican candidate ..
That he is not marrying a title pleases them He is the hereditary president of the British
the more. That he has had the courage to people, the strongest representative 'of an
face this whirlwind opposition pleases them enduring British democracy. Canada could
the most.-Col. Josiah Wedgwood, M.P. wish for no more kingly ruler. -,-' Ottawa

* * * "Citizen," November 23.
).' You can't tomfool with the Throrie; you * .. *
must either abolish' ,it or respect it -George 'C'''Ly ".'""c ~ .. "" ••• ~;~U.~ ..",~"":,, ~f"'" "~'ii:: d' .. . ao e messages arnvmg,.rroID, 1"9ll on
Bernard Shaw. '. ,', see~ to su~gest that a~ alt<;Jgetlier dispro-

OVERSEAS portl<;Jn.ate Importanc~ .IS bemg placed on
the VIewsof the Dominions.

As far as Australia is concerned, the people
have had no chance to express their, opinion,
and it is impossible to say whether or not
they ~.upport the attitude of the Federal
Government.-Sydney "Daily Telegraph."

• *, •
The suggestion that the Dominions have

~ven some lead against the King is arousing
mdignation in England.

There will be indignation in the
Dominions, too; for the truth is quite
different.-Sydney "Morning Herald."

** *
The Rev. W. Nicol, Moderator of the

Dutch Reformed Church, declared in an
interview in Johannesburg that the King had
the right to his own private life. His state-
ment caused surprise, as the Church holds
strict views on divorce, and this is one of the

i main factors influencing the Cabinet.

Cant
in the admirable words of the Daii» Herald
yesterday. sad. as the consequences may be,
we cannot see how the Cabinet could have
done other than tender the advice which
seems to it right."-"The Times."

By renouncing his happiness the King will
add yet another claim to the affections of his
people.-"cape Argus."

* * *

"The Voice of the Nation."-Headline'in
"News Chronicle" covering extracts from
leading articles of papers supporting the
Cabinet.

* *

* * *
* * *

The issue raised about the divorcee IS a
real one.---"The Times of India."

It is the King and not his Ministers as Mr.
Churchill might have noted who made the
matter one of "constitutional urgency." Thus
a 10k,lghistory of steadily increasing disrepute
for the King himself, the Monarchy and the
country preceded the King's request for
special legislation. It is astonishing that he
should have supposed that the Government

In an age which is often supposed to be would have acceded to his r~quest. It is
laxer and more tolerant than its predecessors, believed that he has from the outset been
and in countries which pride themselves on very badly advised by some of his friends
the obliteration of social distinctions, there who have flattered his tendency to rebel
survives, more universally than ever before, impatiently against what he considers tedious
.the sense that Kingship must be kept above conventions. It would have been well for
public criticism. No reasonable person him, and for us, if instead of relying upon
"expects more (in Halifax's words) than these who were no true friends, he had
human Nature will allow." Even a King is instead sought and early hearkened to wise
entitled to his relaxation and the com- advice of those who love him for his father's
panionship of his chosen friel1ds.:...."The sake as well as for his own.-"Yorkshire
Times." , Post," December 7.

i

*
It is the King's duty to the empire

peoples to realise that the Monarchy is of
even deeper concern to his subjects than the
Monarch.-The "Cape Times."

* * *
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SECRETS OF THE KING'S POPULARITY
After

"REBUKES TO THE
GOVERNMENT"

Britain Shouts:
HIS

South Wales, Don't Let DownHim

ALL over Britain posters have been seen in the streets bearing the
slogan: •

AFTER SOUTH WALES DON'T LET THE KING DOWN.
The majority of the people are feeling that the crisis that has arisen over

the announcement of the King's intention to marry Mrs. Simpson,
an American lady, has been accentuated with a design to obscure the King's
widely known sympathy with the human misery he has observed in the
distressed areas, coupled with a determination to get something done to
relieve or abolish it.

"Something must be done."
, 'Something will be done."

These 'Werephrases he used recently in his
tour in South Wales. His desire to see the
"open letter" distributed in the streets by the
unemployed created a great impression.

It is well known among the people
that His Majesty often steps off the
scheduled route made for him during
his public appearances, and he has
frequencly looked where officialdom
has not wanted him to look.

Miners Have Not Forgotten
When, as Prince of Wales, he toured the

distressed area around Durham, some years
ago, the schedule was held up for two hours
while he entered miners' cottages, saw their
pay tickets. took a good look at the seamy
side of the conditions under which they lived.

On that occasion he expressed himself in
very forcible but obviously sincere language.

The miners haven't forgotten that.
They believe he tried to do something
then to better their condition, but that
he was stopped.
It was when he was Prince of Wales that

,he said:
"There is no scarcity of com-

modities ; it is, J feel, at the consump-
",,~.,tion anc;t.distribution end that failure
"-.' has occurred •. ' .. '" '
.. ' '''If' all the employable labour were

employed for a reasonable amount of
hours per week, the world would have
at its disposal a volume of commodi-
ties and services that would enable the
entire population to live on a higher
level of comfort and well-being than
has ever been contemplated in the
rosiest dreams of the social reformer."
Here are words the like of which had never

been uttered by a King before in history!

In Glasgow Slums
Again, when looking over the "Queen

Mary" in Glasgow, he not only went over
parts of the ship where men were still work-
mg (where he wasn't supposed to go) much
to the delight of the workers themselves.

But afterwards-when expressing his

appreciation of such a marvellous
engineering job-he asked how they
reconciled such a feat with the known
facts of the existence of slums and
poverty in Glasgow!
All these incidents, with many others

similar, were widely reported at the time, and
this explains his popularity among the
people. ,

These same incidents explain why there
are some who would prefer his popularity to
rest on some other basis.

"Rebuke to the
Government"

The Daily Telegraph of December 4
reported that " the only newspaper in
Germany today which made any reference to
the constitutional development in Britain
was the Muenchener Zeitung, which was
confiscated by the police later.

In a long dispatch . . . the London corres-
pondent stated that the crisis had a long
history and was due to three main causes:

I. The friendly relations of the King with
Mrs. Simpson, and his intention to
marry her.

2. The recent visit of the King to the
, Special Are,as. ,

3' The speech made by the 'Bi~hop <if
Bradford on Tuesday.

In the same issue the Daily Telegraph
reported:

"In particular, London correspondents of
most Vienna newspapers say that Mr.
Baldwin regarded the King's visit to the
depressed areas of South Wales recently as
an open rebuke to the unemployment policy
of the Government."

Inspired Leaders?
Another surprising incident was the

unanimity reported by the Evening Standard
of' December 4 of the first attacks on the
King after the Bishop of Bradford's speech.

"For," says the Standard, "news-
papers in such a diversity of towns as
Bradford, Nottingham, Darlington and

(Continued at foot of column 4)

Everyone
sends
Greetings
at
Christmas

MESSAGES of goodwlll and friendship. How
pleasant they are to receive. How easy to send.

For 2s. you can get sufficient of these beautiful
Christmas Cards, designed and words written by
Miss De Castro, one of our very active supporters,
to send to twelve of your best friends.
To save disappointment apply early to SOCIAL CREDIT,
163A Strand. London. W.C.2.

1$. a dozen, including
envelopes. Post free.
Special. price to groups
(affiliated to the Secre-

. .tariat) ,ordering not less
thon one dozen, Is. 9d.
a dozen.

"OUR KING'IS
FIGHTING

OUR FIGHT"
Speech delivered by Mr. W. L. Bardsley, Secretary of the Social Credit

Secretariat Limited, at a joint meeting of the London Social Credit Club and
. the National Dividend Club, Dennison House, Vauxhall Bridge Road, on
December S. .

A COARSE and dirty thing now lies before
us. It is war. We are witnessing now,

and we shall surely soon be participating in
the opening campaign of the greatest struggle
in history.

It is the struggle between man and
the devil, between truth and lies,
between love and fear, between free-
dom and tyranny.

Forces of the Devil
All the forces of the devil arc at this very

moment being concentrated upon one tor-
mented man.

The King of England is first of all a man.
By the accident of birth he is placed in an
extraordinary position. He is the embodi-
ment, in flesh and blood, of the Responsible
Individual.

Many of the worries and frustrations of the
common man are not for him. For practical
purpose he has no money troubles. Food,
warmth and shelter are placed automatically
at his disposaL

Mark these words. Food, warmth
and shelter should long ago have been
placed automatically at the disposal
of every man, woman and child in
this marvellous modern world of
abundance.

-The lesson the King of England is
now learning, and is therefore teaching
us is this: Food, warmth and shelter
are not enough.
Food, warmth and shelter we must have.

They are available and we must make them
ours. But when we have them'llit will not be
~nough. '

Fieht for Liberty
Our King is demonstrating to us, he is

fighting for Liberty. He is fighting for the
inalienable right of man to life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness.

The King is a symbol. And one aspect of
this fight is symbolic, for the devil and his
servants on earth know the power of symbols.

They took the King's head off the
King's money. That was a symbolic gesture
of defiance. A symbolic threat to the
principle of sovereignty by international
finance.

The Times. the mouthpiece of the
Bank of England, which has been
attacking the person of the King, and
thrusting the shackles of abstraction-
ism on him for the last two weeks,
to-day removed the Royal coat of
arms from the head of the Court news.

Hammer, Hammer ••.
The attack which i~ being massed against

the King is directed against the liberty which
is dearest to his individual heart.

That too is symbolic-for these inh~man
monsters have no real interest in whom the
King marries. They neither hate nor love
the King nor his lady. They are supremely
indifferent.

But they intend to strike the King
at his tenderest spot. Hammer, ham-
mer, hammer. All the powers of
mighty impersonal institutions are
ranged against him.
His love and his freedom are to be made

the subjects of rule by committee ..
In this way they intend to break him

because he has dared to defy the system
which feeds their power.

Break him so that the heart goes out
of him. Break him so that he and all his
people shall know who is master [n the
King's house .

His Example
And all the committees are automatically

leagued against this man who has dared to

defy them. For his example may teach the
people to defy them.

It is not the people of His Majesty's
Dominions and colonies that are support-
ing the Cabinet. It is their damned com-
mittees.

The Australian government has sent
messages of support to Mr. Baldwin,
but the towns of Australia are decked
with flags to show that the people are
with the King.
And he needs all the support we can give.

The strain must be terrific. He is, for all real
purposes, alone. He is not in effective com-
munication with his people. His very case is
presented to his people through the mouth
of his adversary.

Every Crooked Trick
His enemies are stooping to every

slimy, crooked trick that can be
devised by the best brains that money
can buy.
Poison propaganda is everywhere. Rumours

are spread. They are all rumours directed
.towards weakening his stand.

Rumours that he intends to abdicate-that
he has abdicated. Rumours more sinister.

Remember that, and meet them
everyone of you with truth. You will
be serving your King. Think of him
in his lonely battle against lies, and
the father of lies.
Speak no evil of, him among yourselves.

Tolerate no evil speaking when you hear it.
This needs great moral courage. It is your
personal responsibility.

..Be Not Afraid
Believe me, this is your great moment.

Quit you like men. By the way that you
and your individual fellow men and women
act now, and throughout the coming
struggle, will the issue be decided-for good
or evil, for love or fear.

We have each of us our part to play. That
is the message to you of this event. Cast out
fear from your hearts.

There is· one thing, and one thing only
that the devil fears. It is individual initiative
wisely directed.

We at the Social Credit Secretariat are
trying to direct the strategy in this great fight
for Life-that we may have it more abun-
dantly.

Tactics are your individual responsibility.
Keep your heads and keep the goal always
before you, and be not afraid.

(Continued from column 2)
Birmingham published leading articles
which were identical word for word."
Certain it is that it was with the know-

ledge of these facts that a resolution was
passed by a meeting of the King's loyal sub-
jects in Coventry Market Place on Sunday
evening:

"That Capt. W. F. Strickland, as our
representative in Parliament, be informed
of the united will of this mass meeting of
his constituents, and that we hereby
instruct him:

"To support His Majesty the King in
any effort he has made-or is trying to
make-to ABOLISH POVERTY FROM
THE DISTRESSED HOMES IN SOUTH
WALES, DURHAM, OR ANY OTHER
PART OF BRITAIN, against any tactics,
institution, or power that may be ranged
against such objective."

George Hickling.

TO EVERY READER"
Make known to everyone' 'the contents

of this issue."
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Ban Babies : My·· Plan
For ...Permanent .Prosperity

On and On, Up and Up
As if it were not enough to have dreadful

gluts of wheat, cotton, fish, meat, milk,
etc., all going bad on our hands, we should
have a glut of surplus children to find work
for; and the more wages were paid out the
more, children there -would be-on and on
and on and up and up and up until you could
scarcely stand anywhere for people; as if it
weren't bad enough now during the rush
hour!
, As .well, how, could such an enormous

population all be protected against air raids?
Any woman can see that the more people

there are the more horrors of war there will
be, and the fewer people' the fewer horrors.

In fact, if there were no people at all
there could be no wars at all,

After all, there
are a lot of older
people who have
reached years of
discretion and are
really an asset to
the country. The
trouble arises, as
Mr. H. G. Wells
points out, from the
young people:

"Three - quarters
of the pre sen t
trouble of the world
is due to the moral
and intellectual con-
fusions of the aim-
less adolescent. That
is not the fault of
the old--" and
Seven - eighths of
the hideous killing

that is going on now allover the world is
being done by youngsters-by people well
under 30."

The Caus,e of WI/t'

Young People-
Grown ..up Babies

THAT'S the trouble-too many young
people! Not, mind you, that I am

against babies. They are perfectly sweet
little things to have about the home, but one
cannot deny that they are "well under 30,"
and one simply cannot afford to be senti-
mental when one realises that wars and
revolutions are nearly all carried on by young
people, and young people are only grown-up
babies. Babies are really the true cause
of war!

By Dr. Eugenie' Paide:..Paiper
HAMELIN UNIV. (U.K.W.)

IN REPLY TO DR. P. SHAW

Improvident,
Anti-Social

'pROFESSOR,
PSHAW'S
Plan for

w 0 r k machines
and the taxation
of breathing (see unpractical, because it is already in operation,
SOCIAL CREDIT, although, of course, it is not actmg fast
Nov. zo] would enoug~. . .

'be all very nice if . But I~ cannot ~e denied that .tI:e mcre.ase
if could be carried m taxation and m the cost of living during

b . . the last 30 years has had a most salutary
out, . ut It IS, effect on the birth rate, especially of the
esentially a male .middle classes.
plan dealing with All we need do, then, is to increase
things and not the penalties for childbirth a bit more,
people. spreading them fairly over all classes of

What is heeded is the 'population until all sensible. people
the greater intuition realise, that child~en are a luxu~y which
and humanity of we cannot afford In these hard times.

, the feminine mind, At the same time,
whicJ: instinctively knows ,with biolog~cal by proper education
'certamty that before we can put anythmg we could show them,
,right we must deal with people and not that, not only are
things. babies the chief'

All these mysterious plans for mak- cause of war, but by
ing more work are .seen to be quite providing more
unnecessary when we realise that the people to find
root of the trouble is, of course, that work for they are
there are far too many people. the chief cause of
Professor Pshaw's idea of giving work and our ~co.,omicdiffj-

wages to everybody is, of course, generous cultles ,
in the .extreme, and I am sure does his kind
heart credit. But, isn't it, don't you think,
just a tiny bitidealistic?

After all, these professors in their colleges
are just a bit out of touch with the biological
reali ties of life. ' '

I am sure Professor Pshaw does not
realise how people would take advan-
tage of the certainty of work and
wages to bring more children into the
world.

you
tCll~
me. IAM sure that,

once she realised
this, no loyal, and
self - res pee tin g
woman would
dream of" having
one, especially when
she would know that

it would be a burden on the rates.
The trouble will -be, of course, the fechless,

improvident, anti-social peopl!! who wil?,~av~ ,

Education Problem

children they cannot possibly afford. Sterner
measures will have to be used to deal with
these. •

I think, myself, that it will be necess-
~ry to make babies illegal;
.: Any couple convicted of committing- a
progeny should be fined so much for the
first offence, double for the second, and so
on progressively.

Economic Problem

Of course some
people would make
out that this would
be harsh' and un-
democratic, which is
just non sen s e .

"Actually it errs on
the side of generos-
itl; because many
o our soundest
Banks and Insur-
ance Companies, on
confidence in which
Democracy is, of
course, based, have
already setan
example by for-
bidding even the
marriage (let alone
having children) of
all their women
employees, and of

earning less than atheir men employees
certain salary.

Which, of course, is just splendid!
I think it is along lines like these that we

must' act if we want to solve the Population
Problem, and with it the War Problem, the
Unemployment' Problem, the Education
Problem, and all the other Problems which
beset us so in these difficult times; ,

\

THE PARTY' SYSTEM. found in the Oxford and Cambridge Boat
Race. .

Of the crowds that line the towing path
every year from Putney to Mortlake there are
few that have ever been to either University,
have ever known anyone who has been to
either, have even the remotest or most
shadowy connection with either.

Yet they take sides enthusiastically,
and would almost be prepared to shed
blood for their "fancy." i

country. Note that this is not a mere question of
There are still very many who believe" backing your judgment on the merits of the

implicitly and fervently in the reality of the two crews.
conflict. There are the Conservatives who: Not one man in ten knows anything about
are convinced that the Liberal Government that, and many are proud of always sticking
is only prevented from dragging the' to the same side year after year, of being
nation through spoliation to destruction by , always "Oxford" or "Cambridge," whether
the, noble patriotism of the Conservative their favourite colour wins or loses.
Opposition. And just as they vehemently take sides

with a University to which they have never
. .' been, so they take sides as vehemently with

THERE .IS another kind of a party which they do not control and from
enthusIa~t who helps to which they can never hope for the smallest

keep the Party System gomg. ' benefit
This is the man who earnestly desires some . ,

particular measure which one of the two . Such are the mass of .the sUJ;>porter.s.of
parties has espoused, or (what comes to much ,eIt~er party ... They derive their pohuc::al
the same thing) has an intense repugnance opm.i<?ns ongmally f;om some family
to some measure which the other party has : tradition or some ~anciful prefere~ce, but
espoused. they back them With all the passlOn ,of a

Thus many men, more or less indifferent sportsman.. .
to politics generally, think that Tariff Reform . In a vague subconscious way t~ey kno~ it
will benefit their industry, and accordinglv IS a game, but they happen to enJoy playing
vote for the party that advocates it. . the game. *

Again, a man will often find his particular
religion affected by legislation in regard to
education or religious establishments, and
will support the party identified with his
views.

To the same class belong the militant tee-
totalers, and the Irish, to whom nothing
matters but the cause of their nationality.

Men of this type do not form a very large
section of the electorate, but they are of
importance at elections, and the politicians
have to take them into account.

Finally, there is the mass of ordinary
voters, largely indifferent to political
problems, yet at times keenly
interested in politics. How shall we
define their state of mind?

(Continued from page 3)
in the country quite sincerely detest, and
though, as, they begin to suspect, he has no
intention of repealing them, yet it would be
childish to question the genuineness of the
feelings which he is attempting to exploit. .

The Party System, which is a game
(and a source of profit) to the poli-
ticians, is often a matter of deadly ,
earnest to their honest backers in the '

*

My plan, therefore, is very simple, and"1 Perhaps the best parallel to the attitude of
what is more, no one can complain that it is the general public towards politics is to be

NEVERTHELESS, there is a
section of the public, not

perhaps large, but certainly increasing, which
IS beginning to be uneasy about the Party
System. "

It is natural to men to wish to have voice
in the government of their native land, and
many are beginning to feel that they have
no such effective voice today.

Laws which they detest are passed, passed
easily by the consent of both parties, and
they are powerless to defeat or even to pro-
test against them.

Measures which they ardently desire
and which they know that most of
their neighbours ardently' desire are
never even mentioned.
Acts of the Government which seem at the

Announcemen,ts & Meetings
Notices .unll be accepted in this column trorrlr

affiliated Groups at 6d. a line, minimum three lines;

Belfast Douglas Social Credit Group
Group Headquarters: 72, Ann Street, i

Office Hours: 2.30 to 5.30 and 7 to 10 p.ml
Supplies of the pamphlet .. Social Credit
Restated," a rejoinder to the Rev. Prof. Corkey,
and other literature. call be obtained.

Bexiey: Heath ,\
Social Crediters in Bexley Heath area willing 'to

create a new group write A. E. Tyrrell, 6;3,
Palmeira Road; Bexley Heath.

CBI'dilf United D,emocrats
Meetings each Wednesday at 34, Charles Street, at

8' p.m. "
Eltham and, Sidcup

Eltham and Sidcup readers willing to form new
Social Credit group write J. A. Dunnage, 250,
Halfway Street, Sidcup.

Glasgow Douglas Cr~dit Association
Next public meeting will be announced in this

column. 'C,

G....veS8nd
Readers in this district willing to form .a .Social

Credit Group please ,write to Miss L. M. Green,
Fort House, Gravesend. '"

LiverpOOl Social Credit Association
Lectures and Studies Section. A.course of lectures

leading .to the examination for the, Diploma <if
Associatesh~p: of the Section, will be,gill 'at
8 p.m. on January 15, 1937, at the University
of Liverpool. '

Lectures will also be arranged in Wallasey
and Birkenhead.

Calendar and Prospectus: 3d. (post free 4d.),
may be obtained on application to E. J. Pank-
hurst, 38, Moor Lane, Liverpool, 23.

Newcasee-on·Tyne United Democrats
31 Oxford Street

Meetings held fortnightly: next on December ,16.
National Dividend Club

Members are advised to keep in close touch with
the Secretariat durin~ the crisis. . Meetings
will be held every night in Hyde Park at ,7
,p.m., until further notice, in conjunction with
the London, Social Credit Club. T. H. Story
(Capt.), Hon. Secretary, N.D.C.

Miscellaneous Notices
Rate IS. a line, Support our advtlf'lisef'S.

Back numbers of SOCIALCREQIT(recent issues) 50
for IS. post free, from SOCIALCREDIT, 163A,

Strand, London, W.C.2.

DO you read the Daily Mirror, Grimsby Daily
, Telegraph, Economica, Hull Daily Mail, Inves-

tors' Chronicle, or the New Statesman?
If so, please write to Mr. J. L. Mawson, Sea

Breeze, La Moye, Jersey, C.1. , ,; ,

Wanted, more o~ our ~eaders. to ,a?vertise in' this
" cQluIl1B.",~A.61ngle.lu:.e,notlee.,.,.ijJ.,;bot>;aroepted,

costing only a shilling a week.l This off~r is'",good
value. Write .to "Publicity," SOCIALCREDIT;1~3A,
Strand, W.C.2.

READ 'THIS
I. you are short of money to spend and

. you therefore go short of goods and
services tvhich you want.

1. The majority of Britons are In the same
boat.

3. At the same time the goods we all want
are being destroyed and their production is being
restricted, because we have not the money to buy
them.

4. Sane people know that such destruction
and restriction while people are In want II .
sacrilege.

5. Unless you protest with all your might
your silent consent makes you gUilty as an
accessory to this foul crime. ' .

6. Your conscience and your self-respeCt
require that you do your duty as a voter in a
'democracy by Insistently demanding the Aboll.
tion of Poverty and the issue of National Divi-
dends (without taxatio,n) to all. as a right and
not as a con,cession.

7. National Dividends are claims on the good.
that are being destroyed and the production that
Is being restricted

8. Don't 'waste time arguing methods.
DEMAND RESULTS at once and urge others to
do so.

9, Thls'is YOUR JOB and you cannot leave
It to another and retain your self-respect., They
also have their part of this great task to do.
They cannot make good your failure_ (See Elec,
toral Campaign form on back paae.)

10. IT'S UP TO YOU.

very least proper subjects for criticism and
inquiry are suffered without comment.

Scandals and blunders of which they
have caught a glimpse are suddenly
covered over and buried in silence.
And 'along with the discontent engendered

by these things goes an intangible suspicion
that they are in some way the victims of a
conspiracy. Why, asks such a man, does not'
his own side follow up its advantages?

Why do his leaders unexpectedly spare
their opponents at the very moment when
these appear to be in their power?

It should be remarked, however, that those
of whom we speak are generally very far
from realising the full truth of their own
suspicions. That something is wrong they
instinctively feel.

What is wrong they would find very great
difficulty in defining.

They lay the blame now on one leader, now
on another.

They hardly yet see that the evil is in the
system itself.
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I B o
The

o sK
Social Services

MR. W. HARDY WICKWAR is the author of an admirably neat
" account of the history of the Social Services ("The Social Services,"
Cobden-Sanderson, lOS. 6d.). '",

Huge state organisations have arisen for the alleviation of extreme cases of poverty
and i[lsecurity. In the mobilisation of these expedients one fact has, without exception,
been overlooked; the existence of plenty.

Two opposing tendencies have modified
the growth of the Social Services.

The first is their deliberate use to enforce
the moral code recognised at the time - to
administer rewards to the virtuous and
punishments to the transgressors.

The amiable hypothesis that this function
wasinnate and automatic, that the economic
system,' besides existing to distribute goods,
was a sort of god to judge the moral worth p·z · P l·t· ·
of the people involved in it-this broke down ',I grIm 0 I IClanS
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century in so farthat the question of differen-
tiating between the deserving and the
undeserving poor arose.

This proved a tricky business, and
one completely at variance with the
primary object of poor law relief, that
is to relieve poverty. ..
For the only criterion by which to judge

the deservingness of the poor proved to be
whether they had previously received relief
or had "endeavoured, to provide for them-
selves."

*,INI908 this particular discussion was ended
by Asquith's introduction of a non-

contributory pension of 5S. a week (after-
wards 'increased to lOS.). •

At first paupers were not eligible for this,
but later became so if not actually resident
in a workhouse.

In t~e same way tl;e receip! of unemploy-
ment insurance pay IS conditional on atten-
dance at any educational course which the
minister may recommend (although the
minisn:y' has not used its powers of compul-
sion t9 ,th~,full), and this tends to perpetuate
that particular official's scheme of morality.

C', The, most subtle and the most vast
.t. -manlfestacion of this tendency is the

~xa,ltationofwork, for its own sake and
without reference to the product in
question, which has arisen because
some participation in the rapidly
decreasing supply of work is for most

., people the only title to the goods of
the earth.
The second and opposing tendency is the

emergence since the beginning of the indus-
trial revolution of a progressively stronger
demand for security. Before the industrial
age, insecurity was not so apparent, as a
greater proportion of the population was
directly dependent on the soil, and in diffi-
cult times there was a supply of some sort
of food for most.

But in the early nineteenth century if. a
man lost his work in the factories, when he
had exhausted his savings he depended on
organised or unorganised philanthropy or on
poor law relief.

For charity, even of the organised type, he
had to beg, and for poor law relief he was
set to work for any employer who would
contribute a small amount to the parish, a
condition which resulted in lowering the
standard of living of the self-supporting
labourer.

*DURING the century mutual benefit
, societies increased in number and in

membership-men were not anxious to face
the alternatives.

But at the end of the century, the
growing number of permanent un-
employed showed the strain that was
being put on these resources, and
finally the state was forced to help
largely in the provision against un-
certai,n.ty of work.
We now take our unemployment benefit

as a right, mostly because we contributed
towards it, but also because we have realised
in part the right of man to the products of
his labour and inventive powers.

Mr. Wickwar's proposals for the
future of the Social Services tend
towards planning.
Until now the function of the Social Ser-

vices has been to ensure that people had, on
certain .conditioris, a minimum share of
health, .comfort, and security, and planning
is necessary to determine that minimum.

In the, approaching age of freedom and
security it is likely that the place of the
Social Services (if they are still necessary) will

be in advising and helping (but not com-
pelling) individuals to get what they wish
of the activities within its scope; .that is as a
sort of information bureau to show them the
alternatives from which to choose, whether
for education, games, for medical advice, or
for other contingencies which might occur..:

ELIZABETH EnwARDS

THAT Members of Parliament are a body
of men who can aptly be described as

the "Legion of the Lost," is made perfectly
clear in John Scanlon's new book, "Pillars of
Cloud" (Chapman & Hall, 5S.).

To read the history of Parliament's pro- I
ceedings since 1918 to the present day as Mr.
Scanlon describes it is excruciatingly funny. 1

It's a scream. '
All the so-called great political leaders are

mercilessly stripped of the silly vanity and
solemn, pompous, smirking atmosphere in
which they love to strut and pose before the
public.

They are shown up in a brilliant
searchlight of wit for the weak, vacil-
lating, bewildered, round-and-round-
the-mulberry bush, pitiful poseurs they
are.

In 1919 prosperity was not even round the
corner, it was right in our midst. The world
was sick and weary from war, the League 'of
Nations stili a weak infant, and in eensequenee
no wars and dangers of wan were yet In Sight.
We read of how the nation embarked on

its first campaign to increase production in
order to reduce prices, which of course had
nothing to do with the campaign two years
later to increase prices by limiting production.

How the Trade Union leaders worried
themselves ill trying to make other, people
work harder.' " ," " '-How' . 'the Squandermania campaign
attempted to restore prosperity on the prin-
ciple that the wheels of industry could only
be set going again if the State, and ~very-
body in it, stopped spending. .

Of plans to put Germany on her feet and
Russia on her back. Of how the Labour
leaders in the Treasury proved to the
workers (by a thrift campaign) that the only
way workers of the world could unite was by
agreeing to cut every farthing of expendi-
ture in order to beat each other in the foreign
markets.

~ut underneath the wit, the book is quite
senous.

The pilgrimage promised in 1918
from the old world of squalor, misery
and penury to the new land of econom ic
security in which heroes would have
liberty to live splendidly is shown to
have turned out to be a rocky road
from one terrible world war towards
another that promises to eclipse it in
magnitude of suffering and destruction.
Unfortunately, although Mr. Scanlon can

see that Parliament is insane because it is
lost, he still remains ignorant that this is
because it has never yet had a clear mandate
on prior policy from the people.

BROCK

Australian PamphletsA VERY, interesting series of pamphlets
covering the history of the Australian

Commonwealth Bank, Railway, Fleet, Wire-
less Service and search for Oil have been
received' from the Douglas Social Credit
Association of Queensland.

In each, the author, D. J. Amos, F.A.LS.,
traces the development of exploitation by the I
Money Monopoly of the splendid inheri-
tance of the people of Australia, with the,
result that the true legatees are despoiled of
their birthright.

The adoption .of the principles advocated
by Major C. H. Douglas are suggested to the
reader as the remedy.

The pamphlets are entitled: The Story of the
Commonwealth Oil Refineries; The Story of the
Commonwealth Wireless Service; The Story of the
Commonwealth Bank; The Story of the Common-
wealth Fleet; The Story of the Commonwealth
Railway.

They are obtainable from The Douglas Social
Credit Association of Queensland, Room 14, -md
Floor, B. & F. Chambers, 142-146, Adelaide Street,
Brisbane, at 6d. each.

FUNDS URGENTLY WANTED
The present crisis has entailed heavy extra expense. Donations will
be welcomed by the Director of Revenue, Social Credit Secretariat

Limited, 163AStrand, London, W.C .2.

IMMACULATE USED CARSI 1932 20/25 Rolls Royce 7 seater Limousine by Thrupp and Maberly.
1935 Talbot "lOS" Airline Saloon de Luxe, 5,000 miles.
1936 series Austin 15.9 h.p, Ascot Saloon, faultless.

FOURTEEN EXCELLENT ROVERS
1936 10 h.p. 6~light Saloon, Green, Green trimming.
1936 10 h.p, 6-light Saloon, Blue, Blue trimming.
1935 10 h.p. 6-light Saloon, Blue, Blue trimming.
1934 10 h.p. 6-light Saloon, Maroon, Maroon trimming.
1936 12 h.p, 6-light Saloon, Blue, Blue trimming.
1936 12 h.p. 6-light Saloon, Black, Brown trimming.
1935 12 h.p, Sports Saloon, Grey, Blue trimming.
1936 14 h.p. 6-light Saloon, Black, Brown trimming.
1935 14 h.p. Speed Saloon, Grey, Blue trimming.
1935 14 h.p.: Sports Saloon, Black, Brown trimming.
1935 14 h.p. 6-light Saloon, Blue, Blue trimming.
1935 14 h.p. Sports Saloon, Black, Brown trimming.
1935 14 h.p. 6-light Saloon, Grey, Blue trim mingo
1935 14 h.p, 6-light Saloon, Blue, Blue trimming.

Of special interest to American and Continental motorists. Sale through
death of late owner, left-hand drive, Cadillac V.8 Coupe in faultless condition;
total mileage 17,000 only. Car actually stored for 94 weeks. Registered June.
1933·

ERNEST SUTTON, LTD.
BRUTON PLACE

W.1 '
24

MAYFAIR47~/9
LONPON,

"MONEY" LEAFLET
Amended and checked' by Secretariat
, Technical Bureau

INCREASE THE SALE
OF "SOCIAL CREDIT"

Holst the Critics with their own Petard.
Half Profit to Secretariat Funds.

All orders to
W. A. BARRATT, Price 8s. 8d. per 1,000

10, Warrington Road, (post free)
Fawdon, Other quantities

Newcastle-on-Tyne, 3 pro rata

OLD BLEACH
LINENS

represent, however imperlectly, a steady 'aim
in a world largely given to commercial
opportunism. That aim is Quality as
opposed to Quantity.

THIS WEEK'S REMINDER
"The picture a.nd .specifioation of the world: people
desire at the present time is, like the Kingdom of
Heaven. 'within, each one of them, .and their
deetsee. in gener..l are not more likely to be

:"Satisfied by a. C3: d-indexed Paradise after the heart
',pf.".J,ir., Stalin, then I?y .a,n-,i·IllP~i,&1istjc mil.1ennium
ruled by Mr. Kipling'. 'Aeri ..1 Boord of Control.' "
..,..c. H. DOUGLAS.

~ IS I ,...." ' .. r
.i THE.NEWERA 'I AUSTRALIA'S SOCIAL CR,EDIT WEEKLY I

24 pages. Illustrated. ~I Subscription Rates: 12months. 12s.
I The New Era, R,adio House,"
~. P~tt ..S~re~t, ..S!d~~: _~~s.:r:alia.

I Get your SOCIAL 'and COMMERCIAL
STATIONERY.and your PRINTINGfrom

BILLINGTON-GREIG
32 Carnaby Street. Regent Street

(behind LI~rty'.) ,

OLD BLEACH LINENS for every House-
hold use where linen is suitable. Stocked
by all leading drapers: Ask for them by
name or send a card for their illustrated
Christmas catalogue to:-

The OLD BLEACH LINEN Co. Ltd.
Dept. 26 RANDALSTOWN, N. Ireland

Here's a Christmas
Gift sunnestion J

A mostacceptable Christ-
mas present for anyone
interested in the Move-
ment-including yourself!
is one year's subscription
to THE FIG TREE (the
new quarterly review
edited, by MajorDouglas)
at lOs.6d. post free.

FREE-a copy of the
September issue of THE
FIG TREE, containing
MajorDougla:s'sAshridge
Speech, will be sent to
the first hundred appli-
cants for the above sub-
scription.

SOCIALCREDIT,163A,Strand. London,W.C.2

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
§ NEWSAGENT'S ORDER SUBSCRIPTION OR~ER §

~ To Mr _ _ _ .._ .._••__ Send SOCIAL CREDIT to ~

§ Please supply me weekly with a Name .••.__ _ ~........ ~
~ copy of SOCIAL CREDIT. ' Address __.•_ __ •__ .•_ §
§ §
§ Name _. __ . .__ _ _ _._........ §

§ For 12 months I enclose lOs. §§ Address.; ..... __ ._. ...._ For 6 months I ,enclose 5s. §
§ Fill In this and hand It to your For 3 months' I enclose 2s. 6d. §§.
§ Post this to SOCIALCREDIT,§ Local.Newsagent. 163", Strand. London, W.C.2. §
~ ~~~
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FINANCIAL FREEDOM OF THE FREE STATE:
Commission Will State Bank,' says Press

Like similar bodies, such as the Commis-
sion on Banking now 'sitting in Australia, this
'Commission is supposed to be representative
of all sections of the community.

Actually, however, the section most
strongly represented-the financial
authorities themselves-amounts to a
fraction of one per cent. of the popula-
tion.
One of the most important members of

the Commission, Professor E. E. (Guggen-
heim) Gregory, who previously sat on that
same bright Macmillan Committee, which
recommended strengthening the Gold Stan-
dard four months before Britain finally went
off gold I also acted as secretary of the
Niemeyer i mission to Australia and New
Zealand, whose recommendations brought

" misery and destitution to thousands.
I

The Horse Theory
Another is Mr. Per J acobsson, Economic

Adviser to .the Bank of International Settle-
inents 'at Basle, whose chief claim to fame is
that he originated what may be described as

, "the horse theory of trade depressions."
Maybe this theory was evolved for the

special benefit of the Irish people, who are
fond of horses. .

Briefly, the horse theory is that the world
depression now said to be passing is largely
due to the shriilkage of the world's horse
population.

Mr. Jacobsson, with a desire to soothe his
Irish hosts, sings-

"But when horses study Stopes,
Down crash profits, plans and hopes."

The Commission having sat for nearly two
years, those who had not forgotten all about
It were beginning to wonder If it would ever
hatch out a report.

They have now been reassured, for there
has been an outburst of cackling from Mr.
de Valera's paper, the Irish Press, which
brought out a special financial supplement
largely devoted to what can only be regarded
as an inspired forecast of the Commission's
recommendations.

This forecast suggests that the report
will be thoroughly orthodox and that
,the only concession likely to be made
to public opinion will. be the setting up
of a central bank "vested in the State."
This bank, the writer suggests, "the, Com-

mission will endeavour to make as indepen-
dent of party politics and of financial
interests as human ingenuity can conceive."

The success of the Commission's endeavours
in the case of "party politics" can be taken
for granted; as for "financial interests," the
"human ingenuity" of their nominees on the
Commission can be relied on to see that such
independence is more apparent than real.

According to a statement from an
authoritative quarter-not reported

Recommend Irish

Speech at SouthamptonDean's

in the Irish Press !-this concession is
being made by the Commission as
they consider it "politically expedient,
even though not economically so, to
recommend a state bank."

THE Dean of Canterbury, Director of
.Revenue to the Social Credit Secre-
. tariat, addressing a large audience at the

Coliseum, Southampton, on Tuesday,
December I, urged the vital necessity of
remedying immediately the appalling condi-
tions under which millions of people were

, now living. '
A tenth of the population, 4,500,~, had

: less than 4s. a week for food, he said;
9,000,0(;)0more had less than 6s., and another
9,000,000 had less than 98. A total of ZI!h
million living in poverty.

'''These statistics," he said, "are
compiled by a great national authority
on nutrition-Sir John Orr."

Sir John estimated that lOs. a week
was a reasonable figure for adequate
nutrition for a human being, and at
this moment just half the population
were living below that standard.

A Great Robbery
A great social injustice was preventing the'

distribution of food and preventing the full
use of leisure, so abundantly possible, and:",
desirable for cultural development.

The machine of production was the
sole property of no one-it was the
cooperative inheritance of all. And all
should therefore be shareholders in
the output.

Until that fundamental justice was estab- '
lished the world would never reach that state
of social righteousness which Christ said was
the foundation stone of prosperity.

A National Dividend
"I am asking that that which is today not

produced may be produced and shared. '
"I ask that every man and woman

from birth' to death shall share in the
great heritage of wealth and goods
which is their birthright." !

The injustice and crime of poverty in a
rich land would continue, however, until the
people asserted their sovereign rights and
demanded its immediate cessation.

It was the duty of all Christian people' to
demand through Parliament that the
bankers and economists should work out the
necessary technical details of a scheme which
would stop the dreadful restriction and
d~~cµOp.:...gf: I!t~~J;).~~ .• hi]!,
output or in<rilstry to oe enjoyed and
by all.

A Minority Report
A correspondent suggests that there may

possibly be a second report by a minority
consisting of a Bishop and certain Labour
members of the Commission.

They, it is thought, have delayed the Issue
of the report by failure to agree with the
financial nominees on the Commission, due,
it is suggested, to a sudden realisation of their
responsibilities to the Irish people.

Well, better late than never, but they will
be extremely foolish if they make any tech-
nical recommendations in competition with
the financial experts. , "In these days of powerful machines and

They had much better admit their tremendous power, is there any need for any-
!gnorance of the technicalities of-bank- body to go short of food, clothing, housing,
'"~ an~ fina~ce and content themselves light or leisure?", asked the Dean. "None
With pillorymg the present system for

, its failure to distribute the plenty now w~atever!. . .' ..
available, and demanding that those in Yet Britain IS ,restrlctmg the supply of
charge of it be made responsible for food and destroying it for lack of which half
amending it to permit of the abolition the people are inadequately nourished."
of poverty. Each man woman and child had a
Failing such a united demand, the Free .' . d f

State will remain under the same financial machine equal to som~ hun reds 0 slaves,
'control as before, which, incidentally, is not yet we were f.orced to wltn.ess th~ bulk of'our
English but international. l\1.;W.! people suffenng poverty m VariOUSdegrees.

BUT MONEY CONTROL WILL I "THE MACHINE IS THE
REMAIN AS AT PRESENT .. I .. PEOPLE'S INHERITANCE""IT is like asking a committee of .butchers to .report on the( deslrt1iI7)

, of eatin meat" was the comment. of a WIt when ~r. now ?r
Snowde~ announced the membership of the Macmillan Committee

on Banking in 1929. '" h
t 'IS applicable to the Irish Banking CommiSSion, w oseThe same commen •

fl d· equally foregone concluslon,
n lOgs are an . al a a inted this Commission, under pressure

f It~ nf~~~~w!~O~~~ss:;~~t~~~~tVwi~outre:son_that the Irish Frele ~tate, so long
ro~ s.' lled b the Bank of England, was free on y 10 name.'as Its financial system was contro y
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i ·.CURRENT SUPPLEMENT I
! Contains full report of i
! Major 'Douglas 's Speech at Belfast iI DICTATORSHIP BY TAXATION i
§ Do not miss this unanswerable indictment of a tyrannical' device which ~
~ is unnecessary, wasteful, cumbersome, and politically irritating. §

QUALIFY NOW
The Supplements are not intended for the general public, but for Douglas

Cadets who, if they fulfil the following requirements, will automatically receive them.
They must: §§ Ledet No. 6

I. B~ ~egistered subscribers to the fu~ds .of th.e Social Credit Secretariat § For Personal and Bu.ine ..
Limited under the Revenue Plan, which 15. available to everyone, 'fI)hatever § Friends.-Not suitable for the house-
thei~ means. The Re~enue ~lan, con~sely set out on a leaflet, can be § to-house canvase, but for use in offices, ,I'

== obtained from the Social Cred~t Secretariat, 163A, Strand, London, W.C.z. § .factories, ox: by travellers, or at parties,
§ '1. Be direct subscribers to the journal SOCIALCREDIT.· § Space for '14 ugnaturea.
§ . § (Carriage extra) ~71. 6d. for 1,000;31. for 100;
§ 3. Have undertaken to treat the Supplement as confidential. § II. 6d. for 50; gd. for ~5.

~ • Direct subscribers need not penalise newaagentl, who are 'amonglt our ben friends, ~ The Dean of Canterbury'. Forma.
~ if they will find a new read~r to take their ~lace. The improved SoCIALCIlEDITIho~ld ~ -Combined letter and pledge fo
== prove so much more attractive to the man in the street that, the sale of extra copies == rm.
§ should become much easier, and when this il pointed out to newl3.genu they will be § .75• 6d. a thousand, post free.
§ more Interested in displaying it than hitherto. § Obtainable from the offices of SOCIAL

~lIIml","lIimlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllfllllllllllllllllllllllllllIII1lIHIIIIIIIIII"I"lIIl1l11l11l1l1l11l1ll1l1l11l1l1f11l1l1l1l1l11l1ll1ll1~ CREDIT, 163A,Strand, London, W.C.~.
.................................................................................................................... I . I

WE WILL ABOLISH POVERTY
Below is the form parliamentary electors are being asked to sign. Please read it caf'efully,

sign (if you have not done so already) and send it to United Democrats. 163A,Strand, London,
W.C.~. Will you volunteef' to help in the Campaign?

SPECIAL CONFIDENTIAL SUPPLEMENTS TO SOCIAL CREDIT

Form of Application

I wish to receive the Special Confidential Supplements to SOCIAL CREDIT, and

If I am not already qualified for this I wish to become so. I hereby undertake

to, treat the contents of the Supplements as strictly confidential.

ELECTOR'S DEMAND AND UNDERTAKING
I. I know that there are goods in plenty and therefore that poverty is quite unnecessary.
z, I want, before anything else, poverty abolished.
3. I demand, too, that monetary or other claims to such production as we now destroy or

restrict shall be distributed to me and every Briton so that we can enjoy all we want
of them.

4. These distributions must not deprive owners of their property nor decrease its relative
value, nor increase taxes or prices.

5. In a democracy like Great Britain Parliament exists to make the will of the people prevail.
6. So I pledge myself to vote for any candidate who will undertake to support this my policy,

and to vote consistently against any party trying to put any other law making before
this.7. If the present Member of Parliament here won't undertake this, I will vote to defeat him
and his successors until this, roy policy, prevails.

Signed ~ .

Address _ _ : .

ELECTORS' LEAFLETS
Demand National Dlv.Jdends

• Leaflet No.4 (reviud)
For Recruiting.--Con~ a 1t'1lCe

for addresa of local groiip or sUpelnaor. l'
For diatribution at meetings, or delivery ,
by poat or from door to door. ' "
[Post free) .... 6d. for 1,000(in lou of 1,000);

Imaller quantitiel at II. 6d. for ~50'

Leaflet No. 5 (revised)
Elector'. Demand and Under-

taking.-The instrument of the Elec-
toral Campaign, in purple on orange I,

or purple on white.
(Post free) 71. 6d. for 1,000; .... for 500;

II. for 100.

Signed .
POST THIS FORM TO SOCIAL CREDIT, 163A STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.

(11)

Address _ ••......................................................
(Signatur.s will be JTeal.d COftfidna,WI,.)•..................------.----_ ..._ ..__.__ . ..-...__ ._--.._.............•


